ETHIX 360
Solutions for Competitive Advantage

ETHIX 360

A Superior
Reporting
Solution!
The financial services industry requires
the effective management and
utilisation of data in a way that
provides clear outputs that can be
analysed and used to improve the
business. Employees throughout the
organization must be able to generate
clear reports easily and in a timely
manner without requiring technical
expertise. ETHIX 360º empowers
business users, allowing them to
extract data based on parameters that
can be easily modified to meet Central
Bank requirements.

Your Analytical
Toolbox
ETHIX-360º is designed to provide
banks and financial institutions with a
holistic view of its customers, their
banking activities, and what they want.
As a valuable processing tool, it
facilitates the identification of portable
customers, recognises marketable
products and services, and supports
operational excellence. The ETHIX
360º is a highly scalable, easy to use
tool that offers total flexibility in data
analysis.
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Packed

Full of Features
Stand-alone database (BO)

Provides a data entry application
that helps to de¬fine the format
of the Balance Sheet and
Income Statement
Report data can be exported
in Excel, CSV, PDF, and
TXT format

Information can be stored for
future analysis

Security permissions are on
the report level

Can build one Universe that
incorporates objects from
multiple databases

Operates from a server so that
it is not required to install for
each separate customer

Ability to build an intermediate
layer (universe) that can used
by business users to build reports
without the need for a technical
background

Export built-in audit reports

Can connect to all types
of databases

Fully web-based mechanism

Robust user, groups and
privileges security through
Platform Administration

Create & modify reports
offline that can be published
on the server

Create dashboards

Generate high-level reports
covering banking products,
sales trends, exceptions,
highlights and low-lights,
product returns and
performance trends on a
month-to-date, quarter –
to-date, midyear-to-date and
year-to-date basis

Schedule reports to run at
a specific time and send to
users by email on a shared
folder on the FTP site

Specify auditing events through
the Auditing Module

Discover operational or
product-based conclusions
simply and easily

Monitor critical variables including
deposits, loans, General Ledger
and gross margin return
on investment
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Exceptional

User Experience
Build reports without the need for a
technical background
Friendly user interface
Easily modify and create reports using
Data Universe
Obtain information at the branch or bank
level with the multi branch feature
Avail of multi-level filtering
Obtain information at foreign currency
level or consolidated by local currency
Generate impressive statistical graphs in
the form of pie charts, bar graphs and
more
View and export results in tabular and / or
graphical formats
Utilise dashboards to understand business
drivers and boost performance Categorise
reports to suit business needs
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Sample of our
trusted clients across
the globe!

our

Clients
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About ETHIX

Financial Solutions
About ETHIX Financial Solutions:
ETHIX financial solutions empower financial institutions to achieve operational excellence,
cost leadership, growth and product innovation in today’s challenging and ever-evolving
global financial services environment. ETHIX’s multi-channeled corporate and retail products
and services address the challenges encountered by financial institutions today, equipping
them with the tools and technology they need to sharpen their competitive edge.
The cost effective and innovative solution comprises modules and linked components such
as ETHIX Core, ETHIX Finance, ETHIX Branch, ETHIX 360, ETHIX Portfolio, ETHIX Fund, ETHIX
Treasury, ETHIX Trade, ETHIX Salary, ETHIX FATCA, ETHIX Collection, ETHIX Frame, ETHIX
Net, ETHIX Mobile, ETHIX Profit collection & Distribution and other extensions that together
create an evolved financial operation.

ETHIX financial
solutions empower
financial institutions to
achieve operational
excellence.
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Why

ITS?
At the Forefront Since 1981
International Turnkey Systems Group (ITS) has
evolved to become the industry leader in the
provision of innovative information technology
solutions and services, bringing tested and proven
business solutions to global top tier clients across
a wide range of industry segments. Through R&D
centers in Kuwait & Cairo, and 8 offices and
numerous partners in the Middle East, Africa, East
Asian regions, as well as the Caribbean, ITS
leverages a “Global Delivery Center” to offer
clients award winning products and expert IT
services that support critical business functions.
Internationally recognized for its flagship product
range ‘ETHIX’, ITS solutions continue to be
adopted by financial institutions across the globe.
A global financial technology provider, ITS offers
R&D centers in Kuwait & Cairo, and 8 offices and
numerous partners in the Middle East, Africa, East
Asian regions, as well as the Caribbean. The
Company brings vast experience and the expertise of more than 1200 professionals across 7
countries.
ITS is the market leading provider of innovative
Shari’ah compliant IT solutions. ITS offers clients
award winning products and expert IT services
that support our customers’ critical business
functions. We leverage the “Global Delivery
Center” to develop, design and deliver cutting
edge software and service solutions to our local,
regional and international clientele, and collaborate with leading names, including IBM, Oracle
and Microsoft, to ensure our clients are provided
with the latest solutions available in the market.

Recognized as a leading solutions provider, ITS
has received numerous accolades including 12
international awards in the last five years, with its
flagship product range ‘ETHIX’ continuing to be
adopted by financial institutions throughout the
MENA region and beyond.

For more information on
ETHIX Financial Solutions please visit
www.its.ws or email info@its.ws

Follow us

More Information

www.its.ws info@its.ws

